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Abstract

This article reports the findings from the main study that investigated relative effects of an instructional approach aimed at generating and maintaining interest in mathematics for secondary school students living in South Sudan’s displaced and re-settled communities. The study compared interest-generating effects of two different instructional approaches on two groups of Grade 11 students over a twelve-week period. While the Humour-supported Instructional Approach (H-SIA) was applied to the experimental group (E-group; n = 53), the control group (C-group; n = 59) was taught using Regular Instructional Approach (RIA). No significant differences were found in the two approaches’ effects in generating and maintaining interest. A four (4) week pilot study conducted prior to the main study produced similar results. However, some new insights from the main study suggest that teachers’ teaching traits play a heavier and more central role in both methods than had been initially realised. This led to the conclusion that the two methods (H-SIA and RIA) have similar effects on learner interest. The equivalence appears strongly dependent on the teachers’ teaching traits, characteristics and teaching qualities for marshalling teachers’ teaching techniques or strategies which include humour into their pedagogical toolkit. H-SIA method, however, is more recommended because the literature indicates-and this is confirmed in this study—that the use of humour in the classroom setting provides students with additional reason, motivation and inspiration to learn.
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1. Introduction and Background

This paper reports the results of a study which explored the effects of a proposed teaching method—Humour-supported Instructional Approach (H-SIA), in generating and maintaining interest in mathematics among secondary school students living in displaced and re-settled communities in South Sudan (Tap, Mtewawa, & Vere, 2019). There has been a recent surge in research about the use of humour in the classroom and there is some consensus that it can be an effective teaching and learning tool. It has been noted, however, that many of the studies involved have limited-specific aims, or have fragmented-divergent goals that are often overshadowed by null research results riddled with inconclusive findings, null effects, contradictory or mixed findings (Durik, Matarazzo, & Delayey, 2010; Struthers, 2011; Banas, Rodriguez, & Liu, 2011; Weimer, 2013; Repass, 2017; Goodboy, Booth-Betterfield, Bolkan, & Griffin, 2015; Tews & Jackson, 2015; Bolkan, Griffin, & Goodboy, 2018; Masek, Hashim, & Ismail, 2018). Some teachers or researchers use humour with the goal of boosting learning by students (Heinze, Reiss, & Rundolph, 2005; Warwick, 2009; Wanzer, Frymier, & Irwin, 2010; Bolkan et al., 2018), while others use it to increase students’ engagement in classroom collaborative activities or in the learning process in general (Chesser, 2013; Tews & Jackson, 2015; Lamminpaa & Vesterinen, 2018; Masek et al., 2018). Outside the classroom setting, other professionals may use humour as a tool in business management success or for health benefits (Kushner, 1990; Robinson, Smith, & Segal, 2017). Humour may even be used in the work place environment to get even with some mean–rude co-workers or difficult supervisors in the area of social justice at work places (Friedman & Friedman, 2019; Wardman, 2019). This study focused on exploring the use of humour in the secondary school classroom to generate and maintain interest in mathematics learning (Karlin & Machleu, 2017; Tap et al., 2019).
Humour may be used as an instructional approach in the mathematics classroom for the purpose of livening or firing-up students’ learning experience and inspiring or motivating students to develop a liking for the subject matter being taught. Along the way, students’ social skills (Uibu & Kikas, 2014) may also be enhanced, which is an important social development aspect that is often ignored in the mathematics classroom, where cognitive development is often exclusively promoted. For mathematics instruction, mathematical humour is typically applied. This is humour derived from the mathematical content under discussion and is often used in combination with the incongruity-resolution humour forms that are characterised by the surprise element, exaggeration, and unexpected twists and turns (Godfrey, 1997; Deiter, 2000; James, 2001; Wanzer, Frymier, Wojtaszczyk, & Smith, 2006; Banas et al., 2011; Weimer, 2013; McGraw & Warner, 2014; Morreall, 2014; McNeely, 2015; Schukajlow, 2015; Grawe, 2016; Weber, 2016)

This orientation in teaching and learning (Tap et al., 2019), where related-instructional-humour is infused and laced into lesson plans, could even be seen as essential with students such as those in displaced and re-settled communities of South Sudan. These students have experienced severely disrupted socio-cultural-economic lives (Kuek, Velasquez, Castellanos, Velasquez, & Nogales, 2014) and are perceived to be more preoccupied with their day-to-day survival, than about mastering school mathematics.

In an attempt to maximise positive or minimise negative effects reported earlier during the pilot phase (Tap et al., 2019), the following research question was asked over the course of the main study: Will the main study on H-SIA yield different or similar effects on students’ interest in mathematics for a similar, but larger sample size of South Sudanese secondary school students living in displaced and re-settled communities? This question was posed during the main study while maintaining the original question asked during the pilot phase, which was ‘what is the impact (if any) of an H-SIA on student interest in mathematics?’

2. Theoretical Background

Guiding this study is a theory relating to teacher’s communication competence in the classroom, referred to as the interpersonal communication competence model (ICCM) (Anderson, 1979; Spitzberg, 1983; Rubin & Martins, 1994; Richmond, 1990; Hartley, 1999; Anderson & Tucker, 2000; Kromka & Goodboy, 2019), which falls under constructivism (Jones & Brader-Araje, 2002). This theory argues that the most creative, imaginative, and effective teachers always possess certain communication traits, qualities or characteristics such as classroom immediacy, instructional quality, clarity in organization skills, and socio-communication style in the classroom (Wanzer & Frymier, 1999; Wanzer et al., 2010; Anderson, 1979). Among these effective teaching qualities, traits or characteristics, is a teacher’s humour orientation or the use of humour as a teaching and learning tool (Banas et al., 2011; Weimer, 2013). When students view their teacher as someone who uses humour frequently, effectively and appropriately, they also view him/her as more immediate, approachable and friendly in the classroom. Hence, a teacher’s perceived acceptance of the use of humour as a teaching tool in the classroom is an indication of a teacher’s overall communication competence and best teaching practices (Kane, 1999; Ornstein, Behar-Horenstein, & Pajak, 2003; Driscoll, 2005; Nyaumwe, 2008).

3. Methodology

As this study involves comparing two but separate independent groups, a quasi-experimental research design was appropriately adapted and utilised (Dimitriou-Hadjichristou & Ogbonnaya, 2015; Repass, 2017). Form III (Grade 11) South Sudanese students living in temporary shelters for displaced and re-settled communities were used in the study. These students, who had the same mathematics background, were randomly assigned to two groups—an experimental group (E-group) and a control group (C-group). The sizes of the two groups were initially equal and higher at the beginning of the teaching experiment. By the end of the (12-week) study, however, the numbers had become unequal and lower, with the E-group having 53 students while the C-group ending up containing 59 students.

The two groups were taught the same mathematics content by the same teacher who was assisted by a co-teacher with an observer role. However, the teaching approaches used were different: while the E-group was taught using a method referred to as the Humour-supported Instructional Approach (H-SIA), the C-group was taught using a more conventional approach referred to as the Regular Instructional Approach (RIA). The two approaches were both based on student-centred learning techniques and problem-solving strategies. Relatively, a constructivist approach consistent with teaching mathematics for conceptual and relational understanding, with an emphasis on forming and recognising relationships, patterns and connections between seemingly different topics, and which adopted a horizontal view of mathematics teaching as opposed to a hierarchic perspective (Moru, Qhobela, & Magutu, 2014), was used. However, the approaches differed in that humour was an essential element of H-SIA, while it was deliberately avoided in a RIA lesson. Thus, all forms of humour were deliberately avoided in teaching the C-group, except for unplanned and unexpected spontaneous humour (James, 2001; Kuipers, 2009; McGraw & Warner, 2014; Robinson, Smith, & Segal, 2017; Tap et al., 2019). A total of twenty-four double period lessons, each lasting 90 minutes were delivered during the study—twelve (12) H-SIA based, and twelve (12) RIA based. (The H-SIA lesson plans, available upon request from the
The study used three (3) data collection instruments: the Students’ Opinions Scale (Survey) Questionnaires (SOSQ) which was adapted and customised from the Interpersonal Communication Competence Scales (Freedman, 2014; Karlin & Machleu, 2017; Kromka & Goodboy, 2019; Palacious, Arias, & Arias, 2014; Schukajlow, 2015; Tapia & Marsh, 2004), Mathematics Tasks Set (MTS) constructed by the teacher-researcher; and the follow up Whole-Group Interviews and/or Written Oral-Interviews Guide (WO-IG).

The SOSQ instrument has a five-point Likert-scale-type format and is in two parts (A & B). Part A has 30 close-ended items based on an adapted literature-based interest scale (survey) questionnaires (ALBISQ). The questionnaire was coded and assigned numerical values to reflect levels of interest as follows: Strongly Disagree/Disinterested (1), Disagree/Disinterested (2), Neutral (3), Agree/Interested (4) and Strongly Agree/Interested (5). Students’ interest scores (self-reported) were organised and arranged in a rectangular array-spread sheet format (not shown) in which the rows showed students’ individual scores while the columns showed overall groups’ average percentage scores. The ALBISQ results were then collapsed into five (5) dimensions or dynamic components of interest, namely: short-term situational interest (SI), long-term individual or personal interest (PI), teacher’s classroom immediacy, quality of the teaching method used by the teacher and the teacher’s overall communication competence in the classroom. Students’ average percentage scores on each of the five (5) dynamic-components of interest contained in ALBISQ were then calculated. The results are summarised in Table 1.

The average interest level scores of the E-group where the treatment (H-SIA) was used were compared with those of the C-group where the treatment was not applied. After computing the means (averages) and standard deviations (S.D.) for the two groups, the strength of difference in the overall interest levels of the two related but separate independent groups was assessed using a student T-test, which was deemed appropriate for the quasi-experimental research design used. The T-test results for part A of SOSQ (ALBISQ) are displayed in Table 2.

Part B of the SOSQ (WO-IG) had the following open-ended questions (Q1-Q5): (1) Overall, how would you rate the topics or maths concepts taught in the way used by the teacher, (2) How satisfied are you with the maths concepts or topics taught in the way used by the teacher, (3) How could the teacher best improve the way he teaches, (4) Please add any other relevant comments, and (5) With all things considered during the term, how would you rate the method of teaching used by the teacher? In order to get average scores comparable to the average percentages obtained in the close-ended part A of SOSQ (ALBISQ), the open ended part B of SOSQ (WO-IG) was coded and quantified by assigning numerical values ranging from one to five (1-5) to students’ open-oral comments or responses to the open-ended questions (Tap et al., 2019), which reflected SOSQ levels of interest as follows: Strongly Disinterested/Negative (1), Disinterested/Negative (2), Neutral (3), Interested/Positive (4) and Strongly Interested/Positive (5). The results from open-ended section of SOSQ (WO-IG or part B) are summarised in Table 3 and Table 4.

The information obtained from the Mathematics Tasks Set (MTS) instrument was organised and analysed using an adapted and customised rubric (Tékin-Dede & Bukova-Guzel, 2018), which compared each student’s answers against pre-established acceptable correct answers to the questions asked. Each student was awarded points based on a four-point scale for each item, according to the depth of their solutions (Tap et al., 2019). The scores for each of the two independent groups (E-group and C-group) were averaged and compared using a T-test. The MTS results are displayed in Table 5.

As a follow-up to the close-ended section of SOSQ (ALBISQ or part A), whole-group interviews were conducted with the E-group and C-group respectively, using a whole-class interview guide (WO-IG or part B of SOSQ). Scoring on the WO-IG was done using the open-ended SOSQ (part B) scheme where students’ open-oral comments or responses were quantified according to SOSQ interest level codes (Tap et al., 2019) to get comparable average-percentages. The results from these whole-group interviews are summarised in Table 6.

### 4. Findings

#### Table 1. Results from part A of SOSQ (ALBISQ), Students’ Opinions on Close-ended Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>SI</th>
<th>PI</th>
<th>Immediacy</th>
<th>Quality</th>
<th>Competence</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-group</td>
<td>n = 53</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-group</td>
<td>n = 59</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the explored five (5) dynamic-components of interest and the corresponding average percentages from the close-ended items of the SOSQ (part A or ALBISQ) for the two independent groups. The dynamic-components...
assessed are as follows: the short-term *situational interest* (SI) created by the teacher (e.g., enjoyment, excitement and engagement); student’s long-term individual *personal interest* (PI) generated in the subject matter (e.g., motivation, inspiration and overall satisfaction); teacher’s classroom *immediacy; quality* of teacher’s instructions; and teacher’s overall communication *competence* in the classroom setting.

Scores across the ALBISQ dynamic-components of interest are quite similar for the two groups of interest (E-group and C-group) and this is reflected in the overall means, which are 83% and 80% respectively. To test the extent to which the two means were different, a T-test was conducted and the results are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. T-test for the Interest Levels of the two Separate Independent Groups (part A of SOSQ or ALBISQ), Students’ Opinions on Close-ended Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Calculated t-value (Cal t)</th>
<th>Critical t-value (Crit t)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-group n = 53</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-group n = 59</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As Cal t (1.33) was found to be less than Crit t (1.96), it was concluded that the levels of interest between the two groups were not significantly different at the 0.05 level. A two-tailed test was used since the research question explored through ALBISQ was designed to address opinions and was concerned with the impact (if any) of an H-SIA, with no expectations either way, of a positive or negative impact.

The use of the simple student T-test parametric statistic in the present study to compare the two independent groups is based on the assumption of normality that all natural phenomena based data sets (such as students’ opinions, students’ test scores, heights or sizes) become increasingly normally distributed as sample size increases (Lumley, Diehr, Emerson, & Chen, 2002). Also as the number of samples increases (despite short term variability that may occur), such data sets tend towards a normal distribution—the famed bell-shaped curve. Hence, the student parametric T-test statistic appears in the context of this study to be the most appropriate among alternative tests as it does not only apply to normally distributed data, but also to data sets that may first appear wildly scattered or skewed out of norm and later on become normally distributed as the number of samples increases (Lumley et al., 2002; Reimann & Filzmoser, 1999; Delacre, Lakens, & Leys, 2017).

Table 3. Results from part B of SOSQ (WO-IG), Students’ Opinions on Open-ended Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Q.1</th>
<th>Q.2</th>
<th>Q.3</th>
<th>Q.4</th>
<th>Q.5</th>
<th>Mean</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-group n = 53</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-group n = 59</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>77%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 presents the results from WO-IG instrument, which is part B of SOSQ. The displayed results were based on E-group and C-group responses to five open-ended questions (Q1-Q5) designed to capture student’s opinions on the teacher’s quality or method of instruction. Students’ responses or comments (C1-C5) were quantified and analysed based on the patterns of themes (that is, negativity or positivity of students’ comments). Although the differences between the E-group and the C-group averages in Table 3 do not appear huge, the student T-test parametric statistic was used to determine if there was a significant difference between E-group and C-group (Table 4).

Table 4. T-test for the Interest Levels for the two Independent Groups (part B of SOSQ), Students’ Opinions on Open-ended Items

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Calculated t-value (Cal-t)</th>
<th>Critical t-value (Crit-t)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-group n = 53</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-group n = 59</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 shows that there was no significant difference in the opinions of the two groups as assessed by the open-ended items of SOSQ. On the basis of the same argument given earlier, a two-tailed test was performed.
Table 5. T-test on the Mathematics Tasks Set (MTS) for the two Separate Independent Groups on Students’ Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>Calculated (Cal-t)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
<th>Critical (Crit-t)</th>
<th>t-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>E-group</td>
<td>n = 53</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-group</td>
<td>n = 41</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 5, since Cal-t (1.18) < Crit-t (1.96)) at alpha = 0.05 (2-tailed), it was concluded that there was no significant difference in performance on the MTS between the E-group and the C-group.

The information displayed in Table 6 summarises the results of the follow up whole-group interviews conducted for the two related but separate independent groups (E and C-groups). Students’ open-verbal comments to part B of SOSQ (WO-IG open-ended items, namely Q1-5) were coded and quantified according to SOSQ student’s interest level codes with each scoring level ranging from one to five (1-5). In those interviews where the two major groups (E and C-groups) were each further split up into two smaller sub-groups (E-group into E1 & E2 and C-group into C1 & C2), the open-ended WO-IG items (Q1-5) from part B of SOSQ were used as oral interview guide. The subgroups were created to get manageable groups’ sizes that were suitable for interactive discussion, engagement and active participation from students.

Table 6. The Results of E-group (1 & 2) and C-group (1 & 2) Interviews for the Groups’ Opinions (Views) about the two Methods (H-SIA and RIA) used during the Teaching Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>E-group (E1 &amp; E2)</th>
<th>Sub-groups</th>
<th>Items (Q1-5)</th>
<th>Students’ Responses</th>
<th>Researcher’s Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-group 1</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td></td>
<td>No significant difference of opinions observed within and across the two independent groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E-group 2</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Interest Level</td>
<td>82%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>C-group (C1 &amp; C2)</th>
<th>Sub-groups</th>
<th>Items (Q1-5)</th>
<th>Students’ Responses</th>
<th>Researcher’s Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-group 1</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td>No significant difference of opinions observed within and across the two independent groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C-group 2</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Interest Level</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

Overall, the results appear to suggest that there is no significant difference observed in terms of the opinions of the two separate but related independent groups (E and C-groups) toward the methods of instruction (H-SIA and RIA) used during the teaching experiment.

The fact that the two methods (H-SIA and RIA) yielded similar results or effects on students’ learning experience, both in the main study as well as in the pilot phase (Tap et al., 2019), is not too surprising, since results of studies on humour in education have rarely been conclusive, with mixed results and null effects being quite common (Struthers, 2011; Banas et al., 2011; Weimer, 2013; Repass, 2017; Bolkan et al., 2018). Although the present study can be seen as a replicate of its earlier pilot study since the results appear to be similar and no significant differences observed— an indication of the robustness of results—the inconclusiveness of the apparent null effects can be interpreted in many different ways. One possibility is that the similar results could be due to some underlying–unknown–hidden variables such as the perceived and suspected positive effects of humour, for example, where laughter is known to be contagious like other emotional feelings (e.g., anger, sadness or happiness), and the fact that students tend to welcome, appreciate and perceive the use of humour in a positive way even when it has not been applied (Torok, McMorriss, & Lin, 2004). In this case, the same instruments of measurement (e.g., SOSQ) which focussed on the use of humour in the classroom, were administered for both E and C-groups; and the groups’ average self-reported scores on this instrument were almost identical (Tables 1 and 3). Because of the quasi-experimental nature of this study, the same instruments of measurement had to be administered across the two related but separate independent groups under controlled conditions.

Another possible explanation for the observed similar effects of H-SIA and RIA may have something to do with teacher
personal characteristics. The results indicated in Tables 1-6 seem to indicate a strong link between the teacher’s teaching-personality traits, characteristics or qualities (Davies, Harber, & Schweisfurth, 2005; Moru et al., 2014; Uibu & Kikas, 2014; Jong, Mainhard, Tartwijk, Veldman, Verloop, & Wubbels, 2014; Zaidi, Wajid, Zaidi, Zaidi, & Zaidi, 2013) such as teacher’s classroom immediacy, teacher’s instructional quality, and teacher’s communication competence (Puggina & Silva, 2014; Anderson & Tucker, 2000); or the teacher’s teaching ability to arouse students’ interest in learning mathematics as central to both methods (H-SIA and RIA). Hence, the teacher’s teaching traits or characteristics such as the teacher’s effective-teaching qualities or teacher’s personality-teaching traits in the classroom (e.g. the teacher being regarded by students as a competent communicator, teacher’s instructional quality or teacher’s classroom immediacy) appear to be the main variables playing and weighing heavily at the centre of the now modified ICCM model (referring to Table 4 where the average means of the opinions for the two separate independent groups are identical, the standard deviations (S.D.) almost identical and the calculated t-value is zero for the two groups).

Yet another possible interpretation or perspective is dependent on the role played by the ICCM itself, the main theoretical framework guiding this study. Similar to teacher’s effective teaching qualities, traits or characteristics, ICCM, on the other hand, claims and argues that a teacher who is regarded as a competent communicator in the classroom setting (Wanzer et al., 2006; Struthers, 2011) and using any regular-competent student centred approach would in general produce comparable results or effects similar to those produced through other perceived innovative methods of instruction such as an H-SIA. Therefore, it is possible that the C-group students in the controlled section who were taught using regular student centred–problem based RIA approach perceived the teacher-researcher as competent and effective communicator of mathematical concepts or topics taught during the study (see Tables 1 & 3 where the average opinions-percentages appear similar for the two independent groups).

Neither the adapted original ICCM model nor the proposed version of it mentioned earlier at the beginning of this paper places the role of teacher’s effective teaching qualities, traits or characteristics (e.g., the teacher’s ability to arouse students’ interest in the learning process) at the centre of the dynamic interaction as does the H-SIA’s modified-enhanced version of ICCM. Both the earlier original and proposed versions of ICCM for this study do not clarify whether competent communication was one of the interactive-dynamic components of teacher’s effective teaching qualities, traits or characteristics, along with teacher’s classroom immediacy and instructional quality. That situation is clarified better in what can now be considered an H-SIA enhanced-modified ICCM version with the teacher’s effective teaching traits, characteristics or teaching qualities playing a heavy central role at the centre of the dynamic interaction of the teaching and learning factors in a classroom setting (Tap, 2020).

6. Conclusion

Because the two contrasted-different approaches (H-SIA and RIA) produced almost the same results or effects on students’ learning experience (both during the pilot phase as well as the main study) in relation to the research question that explored the impact (if any) of an H-SIA, the main message to take away from the present study is that the effectiveness of two methods appear to depend heavily on the teacher’s teaching traits, qualities or characteristics. That is to say the two methods can produce similar relative effects in learner interest and performance (reflected in both pilot and main study), depending on teacher’s teaching-personality traits, qualities or characteristics. The two methods appear to produce equivalent positive results or effects, implying that the methods can be used as alternatives, considering that the methods produced similar levels of interest and therefore similar positive but relative effects on students’ learning experience.

Another take away is that interest itself in a subject such as mathematics is a multidimensional phenomenon with at least five dynamic-interactive components or possible sources of interest, namely the short-term situational interest (SI) created by the teacher (e.g., enjoyment, excitement, engagement and satisfaction with mathematics concepts), long-term individual or personal interest (PI) generated in the subject matter by elements of SI (e.g., long-term motivation and inspiration in the subject matter), teacher’s classroom immediacy, quality of teacher’s teaching method, and teacher’s overall communication competence in the classroom (see Tables 1 and 3). This seems to endorse the proposal that interest in the classroom or subject matter can be generated and maintained in many different ways and there appears to be no single best method or single source of interest that guarantees learner’s interest or understanding in the subject matter (Nyaumwe, 2008; Driscoll, 2005; Kane, 1999; Papo, 1997; Ornstein et al., 2003).

In relation to classroom practices, knowledge gained from this study can be used as (a) a pedagogical toolkit for arousing student’s interest in learning mathematics, (b) an instructional module or guide on effective use of appropriate types of humour in the classroom setting, and (c) tips on how to create mathematics humour from mathematics concepts combined with general humour ideas, especially concepts of incongruity-resolution humour theory, as typical mathematical humour often exist in the form of isolated single-one-liner jokes that are not usually contextualised into lesson plans (Cherkaev & Cherkaev, 2013; Renteln & Dundes, 2007).
There are, however, some obvious limitations to the present study as it focused only on student’s population who have been through hardship from war conflicts, displacements, and re-settlement. It would be interesting to see if similar studies or the method of H-SIA would yield similar results or effects for wider student populations that have not been exposed to such debilitating life experiences. The results of the present-main study appear to be promising, encouraging, and robust with support from the pilot study, hence, the authors recommend using the method of H-SIA with other diverse-student populations to see how they react to a teaching approach that infuses humour into lessons.
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